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Hydro Charger
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1. Hydro Charger swiveled to upward position

2. Drop of Hydro Charger: by hand forcing back-
wards and smooth guiding with the lifting line 
(1)

Start up

Mounting
1. Fixing of transom bracket with counter-plate 
and delivered screws. (Smaller openings down-
wards) Attention the Hydro Charger should dive 
30 to 70 cm into the water. The position of the 
bracket always offset of rudders and propeller.  

2. Insert the bracket into the transom bracket 
and lock with safety pin.

3. Adjust with the two segments the generator 
in vertical position in reference to the water.
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3. Put the Hydro Charger with lifting line (1) 
slowly downwards (no falling)

4. Controlled dropping of the Hydro Charger 
with the lifting line (1). Mean while pulling the 
dropping line (2) of loose.

5. Pulling of the Hydro Charger until to the lock 
and to vertical position with the dropping line 
(2)
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7. Release of blockage for hoisting: pull on the 
red line (3) and at the same time on the lifting 
line (1) to release the blockage.

8. Hoisting: continues pulling of the lifting line 
(1) without the red line (3).

Hoisting

6. Short and strong pulling of the dropping line 
(2) for blocking of the Hydro Charger in working 
position. All 3 lines are now released without 
any tension.
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9. Further smooth pulling of the lifting line (1).

10. Dropping line (2) always released for easier 
lifting

11. Once arrived at top, positioning by hand in 
best position and fixing with lash back, 
or taking off and store the Hydro Charger in the 
boat.


